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calmat® is installed within a few minutes:
No tools required – No need to cut the piping system

1

Attach calmat® to the pipe

2

Wind the impulse cables around the pipe

3

Connect the plug to the power supply



calmat®
Against scale and rust

calmat®
The scale problem
DO-IT

calmat®
Do-It-Yourself installation

Hard water and its effects on your house
Scale deposits on the inside of pipes, on heating
elements or on household appliances create many
typical problems such as:






Decreased water pressure
Loss of energy in the hot water circuit
Dull surfaces in kitchen and bathrooms
Repeated repairs or replacement of household
appliances or - in the worst case - replacement of
your whole piping system
Get your solution against scale and rust today!

Once installed, calmat® operates
absolutely maintenance-free
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The eco-friendly solution
for better water in
your home

calmat®
The eco-friendly solution

calmat®
The 3 calmat® effects

calmat®
Your benefits

1
		 calmat® stops scaling on surfaces

 Gentle reduction of scale deposits in the whole

calmat® modifies the crystallization of the calcium so
that it cannot connect to surfaces anymore and is washed away with the water as a fine powder.

 Less time and money spent on repairs and 		

piping system

maintenance in your home

 Important minerals such as calcium and
magnesium remain in the water

 Considerable savings in washing and cleaning
Protects your whole piping system, appliances 		
and equipment against limescale and rust
Suitable for all pipe materials: iron, copper,
plastic, PVC, compound pipes etc.

		 calmat® gently reduces existing build-up
2
calmat® carefully resolves already existing build-up in
the piping system. Only a thin protective layer remains
on the inside of the pipe.

calmat®
- max. 11/2“ pipe
calmat® PLUS - max. 3“ pipe

Eco-friendly - no salt or
chemicals needed

Developed and manufactured
in Germany
3 year international warranty
Low electricity costs
(approx. 3 €/year)
High-quality product

MADE IN
GERMANY

 Faster cleaning of kitchen and bathrooms
 Water pressure will be restored
 High efficiency for your heating and hot
water system

		 calmat® protects against rust and corrosion
3

Maintenance-free

agents

calmat® generates a controlled electrophoresis process
which produces a protective metal-carbonate layer. This
layer protects against rust and corrosion.

